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Front bumper:                       Fog light bracket: 

 

       
 

Side panels:                         Front tube weldment: 

 

                
 

Please Read Before Install: 

 

 Standard install time 2-3 hours 

 Recommended to use two people for install  

 Weighs approximately 50 lbs 

 Review torque chart  

 Recommended to apply anti-seize lubricant to bolts 

 Lay out tools 

 Clean working environment  

 Wear proper safety gear 
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    Hardware List   Tools Needed      Quantity     Part Number # 

Allen bolt, M10x1.5x30 6mm Allen wrench           10      92095A416  

Hex bolt, M10x1.5x30   15mm socket            4      98093A624 

Hex bolt, ½-13x1.5   19mm socket            4      92316A716 

Philips Screw 8-32x.50 Philip screw driver            8      90272A194 

Lock Nut, M10-1.5   15mm socket            4      90576A118 

Lock Nut, ½“   19mm socket            4      95615A210 

Lock Nut, 8-32    9mm wrench            8      90631A009 

Clip Nut, M10x1.5       Hand            4      95210A240 

Flat Washer, M10       N/A            4      93413A170 

Flat Washer, ½“       N/A            4       98023A033 

Flat Washer, #8       N/A            8      90126A009 

 

Tools Needed 

 Safety Glasses  

 19mm socket 

 15mm socket  

 19mm wrench 

 9mm wrench 

 

 

  9mm wrench 

 ½“ socket wrench 

 wrench extension 

 6mm Allen wrench 

 Philips screw driver  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Parts List           Quantity         Part Number # 

       Main Front Bumper                     1  

          Side panels                    2 29039_NC, 29049_NC 

    Front Tube Weldment                    1 29221_NC2 

      Fog Light Bracket                    1 29518_A 
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Installation Instructions: 

 

 

 
Step 1: To remove the stock bumper start by removing the air damn. Unscrew the 2 plastic 

screws in grommets on top of the bumper, shown in figure 1. Remove them from the bumper. 

 

 
Figure 1: The red circles shows where the grommets need to be removed 

 

Step 2: Remove the 4 plastic screws in grommets at the bottom of the bumper, shown in figure 

2. 
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Figure 2: The red circles show 2 of the 4 grommets needed to be removed from the 

bottom of the bumper 

 

Step 3: To finish removing the air damn there are 2 more screws in grommets on the back of 

the bumper shown in figure 3. Once removed you can pull the air damn off. 

 

 
Figure 3: The red circles show the last 2 grommets that need to be removed 

 

Step 4: Now you can access 4 bolts that secure the plastic cover to the bumper shown in figure 

4. Use a 19mm socket to remove the bolts.  
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Figure 4: The red circles show the 4 bolts that need to be removed 

 

Step 5: To unplug the fog lights reach to the back of the bumper and locate the wire loom that 

goes to the fog light (Figure 5), to remove the plug press the clip on the side and pull the plug 

off of the fog light.  

 
Figure 5: Wire loom and plug for the fog lights 

 

Step 6: To remove the last parts of the bumper use a 19mm socket and 4 inch extension. There 

are 8 nuts securing the bumper to the vehicle, figure 5 shows the 4 bolts on the passenger side 

of the bumper. 
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Figure 6: The red circles show the 4 bolts securing the bumper on the passenger side 

 

Step 7: To remove from the vehicle grab the tow hooks, lift slightly, and pull away from the 

vehicle. The bumper will slide off of the stock mounting points. Place bumper away from the 

vehicle. 

 

WARNING: Stock bumper weighs approximately 30 lbs. Help may be needed to lift bumper.  

 

Step 8: To prepare the Wilco Offroad MC2X bumper start by laying out all the components 

and sort the bolts into section for the bumper as shown in figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 6: Top 2 rows are the bolts used to mount bumper to vehicle (8) total. The bottom 

row is the bolts used to install the sidepieces (10) total 

 

Step 9: To remove the stock fog lights out of the stock bumper use a Philips screw driver. 

Remove the 4 screws on each fog light and take them off the bumper. 
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Step 10: To install the fog lights use the (8) 8-32x.50 bolts, (8) #8 flat washers and (8) 8-32 lock 

nuts. Figure 7 shows the 4 predrilled holes on the light bracket where the fog light will bolt 

onto. 

 

 
Figure 7: The red circles show the predrilled holes on the light bracket where the fog 

lights mount to 

 

Step 11: Bolt the fog lights to the bracket using a Philips screwdriver and 9mm wrench. Put the 

8-32 lock nut on the back of the bracket closest to the bumper, then stick the screw with the 

#8 washer through the fog light and bracket. Tighten to approximately 8 in-lbs.  

 

***Steps 12- 14 are for references if you would like to remove, or re-install your light 

bracket on the Wilco MC2X bumper.  

 

Step 12: To install light bracket (2) M10x1.5x30 hex bolts have to be removed from the main 

portion of the Wilco Offroad MC2X bumper shown in Figure 8. The bolts are removed using a 

6mm Allen wrench.  

 
Figure 8: The 2 hex bolts that need to be removed for install of the light bracket 
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Step 13: Now the light bracket can be installed. Slide the bracket into the backside of main 

portion and line up the holes. 

 

Step 14: To secure the bracket use (4) M10x1.5x30 hex bolts with (4) M10 flat washers on the 

front side of the bumper shown in Figure 9. Tighten the bolts using a 6mm Allen wrench, 

torque bolts to approximately 35 ft-lbs. 

 

 
Figure 9: The 4 mounting holes of the light bracket 

 

Step 15: Before installing the bumper onto the vehicle this is the time to set up any accessories 

that were purchased with your Wilco Offroad MC2X bumper.  

 

Accessories include: 

- Mini Stinger 

- Full Stinger 

- Original Winch/Grille Guard 

- Winch Mounting Plate 

 

Step 16: To prepare the vehicle (4) M10x1.5 clip nuts have to be installed onto the stock 

mounting point on the vehicle. Figure 10 shows where the clip nuts have to be installed. 
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Figure 10: Red circles indicate where to install clip nuts  

 

Step 17: To install the M10x1.5 clip nuts, simply slide them onto the stock mounts, they will 

click into place. Figure 11 shows the clip nut installed on the vehicle.  

 

 
Figure 11: This is the passenger side of the vehicle with the clip mounts installed, the red 

arrows point in the direction to slide the clip nuts  

 

Step 18: Now time to install the main portion of the Wilco Offroad MC2X bumper. Grab the 

bumper and place it on the vehicle. The bumper should slide onto the mounting points and 

rest in place. Figure 12 shows the bumper resting on the vehicle. 
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WARNING: Wilco Offroad MC2X bumper weighs approximately 50 lbs and if help is needed 

we advise a second person for install. 

 

 
Figure 12: The main portion of the bumper resting on the stock vehicle mounts 

 

Step 19: To prepare for securing the bumper, place the front tube weldment on the bumper. 

The front tube weldment has 8 holes that will line up with the 8 holes on the main portion. 

Figure 13 shows the front tube weldment on the main portion of the bumper. To help hold the 

front tube weldment on the vehicle an assistant is recommended.   

 

 
Figure 13: The front tube weldment attached to the main portion of the bumper 
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Step 20: To secure the bumper and front tube weldment onto the vehicle use (4) ½-13x1.5 hex 

bolts, (4) M10x1.5x30 hex bolts, (4) ½“ lock nuts, (4) ½“ washers, and (4) M10 washers. Each 

side has (2) ½-13x1.5 hex bolts and (2) M10x1.5x30 hex bolts. Slide the ½-13x1.5 hex bolts 

with ½“ flat washers through the open holes in the front tube weldment then through the 

bumper shown in figure 14. Move bumper up and down to aid getting the bolts to go through 

the holes. Thread the ½” lock nuts onto the bolts. Do not fully tighten. Repeat for the other 

side.  

 

 
Figure 14: Bolts and nuts securing the bumper to the vehicle 

 

Step 21: To finish securing the bumper thread the M10x1.5x30 hex bolts with the M10 washers 

into the M10 clip nuts, which were installed in step 17. Do not fully tighten. Repeat for the 

other side. 

 

Step 22: The placement of the bumper can be moved up and down to align with the vehicles 

bodylines. Hold bumper at desired location and tighten the M10x1.5x30 hex bolts on each side 

of the bumper to approximately 35 ft-lbs.  

 

Step 23: To tighten the ½-13x1.5 hex bolts and ½“ nuts use a 19mm wrench and 19mm 

socket. Torque to approximately 75 ft-lbs. Figure 15 shows what the bolts torqued down 

should look like.  
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Figure 15: The passenger side top brace and bumper torqued to the vehicle  

 

Step 24: To plug in stock fog lights reach into the side of the bumper by the sway bar. Attach 

the orange clip into the back of the stock fog light. Repeat for the other side. This step may 

take a few tries because it is difficult to see into the back of the bumper. Figure 16 shows 

where the fog lights and plugs are from a rear view of the bumper. 

 

 
Figure 16: Drivers side view from behind the bumper, the arrows point at the fog lights 

and where to re-attach the plugs  
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Step 25: To install the sidepieces onto the bumper use (10) M10x1.5x30 Allen bolts, (5) Allen 

bolts per side, and (10) M10 flat washers. Start with the passenger side; slide the sidepiece into 

the main portion. Thread the M10x1.5x30 Allen bolts into the open holes. There are 2 bolts on 

top, 2 on the front, and 1 on the bottom. Tighten bolts to approximately 35 ft-lbs. Repeat for 

driver side. Figure 17 shows the sidepieces mounted to the main portion of the bumper.  

 

 
Figure 17: The passenger sidepiece installed to the main portion 

 

Step 26: To finish the install re-check all bolts to the proper torque. 

 

Step 27: You have now successfully installed your Wilco Offroad MC2X bumper! Figure 18 is 

the final product installed. 
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Figure 18: Finished product 

 

 

 
 


